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WHAT IS IT?WHAT IS IT?
Practical Spiritual Astrology is 
grounded in the 
understanding that our aim as 
consciously evolving humans 
is not only to remember and 
reclaim our essential divine 
nature, but also to manifest 
that spiritual essence more 
dynamically and more 
abundantly in the material 
world. The sacred knowledge 
of the heavenly intelligences 
and their cosmic cycles can 
guide us infallibly into 
spontaneous right action and 
joyful, fulfilled expression of 
our true selves. 

Practical Spiritual Astrology 
thus brings us daily 
opportunities for being 
completely spiritually 
centered in a consistently 
resourceful manner that 
brings out the best qualities in 
our circumstances, that is 
completely congruent with our 
true creative nature, and that 
is genuinely helpful to others 
in a multitude of pragmatic, 
life-affirming ways.

“What we are looking“What we are looking  
for is what is looking.”for is what is looking.”

- St. Francis of Assisi- St. Francis of Assisi

THE FOCUS FOR FEBRUARYTHE FOCUS FOR FEBRUARY
Even though the spiritual path is often a solitary affair, there are 
nevertheless surprising times when our participation in a greater whole 
becomes the key to our individual evolution. Within the context of a 
group devoted to expanded realization, we can overcome our 
regrettable tendency to make mistakes, and as we burn through our 
karmic obligations, we can renew our awareness that we are in fact 
indomitable when we align ourselves with divine purpose. 

In the midst of the hustle and bustle of daily life, as we participate in 
commerce and conversation, we sometimes inevitably feel a little 
disconnected from the intricate web of spiritual impulses that are the 
hidden animating force behind our diverse activities. Whether we 
recognize it or not, of course, that force is always there, and if we take 
a breath and recharge the subtle intuitive capacities within our hearts, 
we can participate in the full realization that our interactions with 
others are in fact one of the very highest forms of divine expression, 
giving us repeated opportunities to anchor the gift of grace within the 
mundane interactions  of our daily existence.

By staying grounded in pure consciousness as we engage in the 
activities of the world at large and join in imaginative connections with 
others on the path, we automatically gain a broader and richer 
awareness of the spiritual diversity that surrounds us. As we dance in 
the give-and-take of commercial activity, we can transcend our greed 
and fear and connect with what we all have in common-- a safe and 
secure anchoring in the Divine Grace that perpetually guides and 
protects us.

When we open our hearts in a loving way to appreciate more fully the 
beauty and refinements that our cultures and communities offer us, we 
can spontaneously manifest our desires in a spirit of cosmic optimism. 
As we share our common roots and motivations with others, we not 
only broaden our personal possibilities-- we also have an opportunity 
to affirm our individual integrity as intelligent agents for accelerated 
spiritual evolution.



THE ART OFTHE ART OF  
SPIRITUALSPIRITUAL

APPRECIATIONAPPRECIATION
“One should count 
each day a separate 

life.” –Senecca

ESOTERICESOTERIC  
MANTRAS FORMANTRAS FOR  

FEBRUARYFEBRUARY

AQUARIUS

“Water of life am I, 
poured forth for thirsty 

men.” 

PISCES

“I leave the Father's 
House and, turning back, 

I save.” 

February 
Observances

Candlemas – 2/2
Maha Shavartri – 2/3
Setsubum-sai – 2/3

Mawlid an Nabi – 2/4
Four Chaplains Sunday – 2/5 

Tu BiShvat – 2/8
St. Valentines Day – 2/14

Nirvana Day – 2/15
Meatfare Sunday 2/19
Transfiguration – 2/19

Shrove Tuesday – 2/21
Ash Wednesday – 2/22

Cheesefare Sunday – 2/26
Clean Monday – 2/27

Share the Light
Make copies of this ezine for 
others; send them to 
http://www.practicalspiritualastrolhttp://www.practicalspiritualastrol
ogy.comogy.com to subscribe for free!

Share Insights &Share Insights &  
InspirationInspiration
Where is your heart leading you? 
Write to Tim Bost at P.O. Box 
1657, Sarasota, FL 34230-1657 
USA or send email to 
spirit@timbost.com with your 
comments, dreams, visions and 
suggestions. We look forward to 
hearing from you!

Cosmic OpportunitiesCosmic Opportunities

Venus opposition Mars – February 1, 6:39 p.m. EST
Neptune enters Pisces – February 3, 2:03 p.m. EST 
Neptune trine Hades – February 4, 4:23 a.m. EST 
Sun trine Zeus – February 4, 5:11 a.m. EST 
Venus trine Vulcanus – February 5, 5:09 a.m. EST 
Hades retrograde enters Gemini – February 6, 3:28 a.m. EST 
Poseidon retrograde station – February 7, 1:22 a.m. EST 
Sun conjunct Mercury – February 7, 3:59 a.m. EST 
Saturn retrograde station – February 7, 9:04 a.m. EST 
Full Moon – February 7, 4:54 p.m. EST 
Venus square Hades – February 8, 12:36 a.m. EST 
Venus enters Aries – February 8, 1:01 a.m. EST 
Admetos direct station – February 9, 12:49 p.m. EST 
Venus conjunct Uranus – February 9, 9:29 p.m. EST 
Mars square Cupido – February 10, 3:00 a.m. EST 
Venus square Kronos – February 13, 12:35 a.m. EST 
Mercury enters Pisces – February 13, 8:37 p.m. EST 
Mercury conjunct Neptune – February 14, 1:46 a.m. EST 
Sun square Admetos – February 15, 2:49 a.m. EST 
Venus square Pluto – February 15, 1:32 p.m. EST 
Mercury conjunct Chiron – February 16, 9:13 a.m. EST 
Sun trine Apollon – February 17, 8:56 p.m. EST 
Sun trine Saturn – February 18, 11:02 a.m. EST 
Sun trine Hades – February 18, 10:28 p.m. EST 
Sun enters Pisces – February 19, 1:17 a.m. EST 
Sun conjunct Neptune – February 19, 3:40 p.m. EST 
Venus opposition Zeus – February 20, 7:15 p.m. EST 
New Moon – February 21, 5:35 p.m. EST 
Mercury opposition Mars – February 23, 6:26 a.m. EST 
Sun conjunct Chiron – February 24, 4:06 a.m. EST 
Sun trine Kronos – February 24, 6:26 p.m. EST 
Venus trine Cupido – February 26, 12:18 p.m. EST 
Sun square True Lunar Node – February 28, 11:35 a.m. EST 
Sun trine Poseidon – February 29, 10:05 a.m. EST 

Free Report on Astrology and the Law of AttractionFree Report on Astrology and the Law of Attraction
You can turbo-charge your use of the Law of Attraction with amazing techniques 
anchored in the vibration of your zodiac sign. Get Tim Bost’s powerful new report 
with specific insights for every sign of the zodiac completely free of charge at 
http://www.StarMoneySecrets.com . Share this link with others now!

Cosmic Solutions for Managing the Stress of Life
Stress is a killer of relationships, an enemy in your quest for physical and mental 
health, and a formidable adversary on your path toward spiritual perfection. You’ll a 
great selection of solutions in the “Plan 9 for Inner Space” e-book from Tim Bost at: 
http://www.HarmonicResearchAssociates.com/shop/shopexd.asp?id=15

The Spiritual Side of Financial ManifestationThe Spiritual Side of Financial Manifestation
Our task is to stay spiritually focused, but how do you do it when you’re out of 
money? To answer that question, Stuart Lichtman has joined “Attractor Factor” 
author Joe Vitale in a massive ebook called “How To Get Lots of Money for Anything
—Fast!”  It’s a wonderful wealth resource, with techniques that also improve health 
and spiritual well-being, increase success, strengthen relationships, lose weight 
(Lichtman lost 21 pounds in 21 days), and much more. Get complete details at 
http://www.anything-fast.com/?fid=astro It’s guaranteed to change your life!
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